In this paper we introduce strongly (V λ , A, ∆ 
Introduction and Preliminaries
The idea of difference sequence spaces was introduced by Kizmaz [9] . In 1981, Kizmaz [9] defined the sequence spaces: The notion was further generalized by Et and Ç olak [5] by introducing the space ∞ (∆ n ), c(∆ n ) and c 0 (∆ n ). Another type of generalization of difference sequence spaces is due to Tripathy and Esi [23] . Who studied the space ∞ (∆ m ), c(∆ m ) and c 0 (∆ m ).Tripathy et al. [24] generalized the above notion and define these spaces as follow: Let m, n be non negative integers, then for Z a given sequence space we have.
where ∆ n m x = (∆ n m x k ) = (∆ n−1 m x k − ∆ n−1 m x k+1 ) and ∆ 0 m x k = x k for all k ∈ N Which is equivalent to the following binomial representation.
Let m, n be non-negative integers and v = (v k ) be a sequence of non -zero scalars. Then for Z, a given sequence space, recently Dutta [4] introduced the following sequence spaces:
which is equivalent to the following binomial representation:
We take v k−mi = 0 and x k−mi = 0 for non-positive value of k − mi. Dutta [4] showed that these spaces can be made BK spaces under the norm kxk = sup
For n = 1 and v k = 1 for all k ∈ N. We get the spaces ∞ (∆ m ), c(∆ m ) and c o (∆ m ). For m = 1 and v k = 1 for all k ∈ N, we get the spaces ∞ (∆ n ), c(∆ n ) and c o (∆ n ). For m = n = 1 and v k = 1 for all k ∈ N,, we get the spaces ∞ (∆), c(∆) and c o (∆).
Let λ = (λ r ) be a non-decreasing sequence of positive numbers tending to ∞ such that
The generalized de la Valléé-Pousin mean is defined by
where I r = [r − λ r + 1, r] for r = 1, 2, ....
A sequence x = (x i ) is said to be (V, λ)-summable to a number s, if t r (x) → s as r → ∞ [11] .
If λ r = r, then (V, λ)-summability is reduced to (C, 1)-summability. We write [2] ,Gunor et al [8] , Savas [19] and others). The idea of modulus function was introduced by Nakano [15] .
We recall that a modulus f is a function from [0,
It follows that f must be a continuous everywhere on [0, ∞). The Belgin [2] , Kolack [10] Maddox [12, 13] ,Öztürk and Bilgin [2] , Ruckle [17] and others used a modulus function for defining some new sequence spaces.
Let A = (a ik ) be an infinite matrix of complex numbers. We write
Recently,the concept of strong (V, λ)-summability was generalized by Bilgin [1] as follow:
In this paper we introduce the strongly (V λ , A, ∆ n (vm) , p, q)-summable sequences and give the relation between the spaces of strongly (V λ , A, ∆ n (vm) , p, q)-summable sequences and strongly and strongly (V λ , A, ∆ n (vm) , p, q)-summable sequences with respect to a modulus function when A = (a ik ) be an infinite matrix of real or complex number, (∆ n (mv) ) is generalized difference operator, p = (p i ) is a sequence of positive real numbers and q is a seminorm. Also we give the natural relationship between strongly (V λ , A, ∆ n (vm) , p, q) -convergence with respect to a modulus function and strongly S λ (A, ∆ n (vm) )-statistical convergence. The following inequality will be used throughout the paper:
where a i and b i are complex numbers, T = max
Main Results

Strongly
Let A = (a ik ) be an infinite matrix of complex numbers, p = (p i ) be bounded sequence of positive real numbers (0 < h = inf p i ≤ p i ≤ sup p i = H < ∞), and F = (f k ) be a sequence of modulus function. We define
A sequence x = (x i ) is said to be strongly (V λ , A, ∆ n (vm) , p, q)-convergent to a number s with respect to a modulus if there is a complex number s such that
. Throughout this paper ϕ will denote one of the notation 0, 1 or ∞.
When F (x) = x then we write the spaces
In this section we examine some topological properties of V λ [A, ∆ n (vm) , F, p, q] spaces and investigate some inclusion relations between these spaces. Theorem 2.1. Let F = (f k ) be a sequence of moduli, q be a seminorm, p = (p i ) be a sequence of positive real numbers and X denotes the anyone of the spaces
. Then X is linear space over the complex field C.
Proof. Since the proof is analogus for the space
, F, p, q] and a, b ∈ C. Then there exist integers T a and T b such that |a| ≤ T a and |b| ≤ |T b . We have
Theorem 2.2. Let F = (f k ) be a sequence of moduli, q be a seminorm and p = (p i ) be a sequence of positive real numbers, then the inclusions
. By using (1), we have
holds, which completes the proof.
(ii) Monotone provided X contains the canonical pre -images of all its step spaces. If X is normal, then X is monotone.
, F, p, q] are solid and hence monotone.
Proof. Let α = (α i ) be a sequence of scalars such that | α i |≤ 1, for all i ∈ N. Since F = (f k ) is monotone, we get
Which leads to the proof.
Proof. We consider the case
, q] and > 0. We choose 0 < δ < 1 such that f k (u) < for every u with 0 ≤ u ≤ δ.
we can write
where
Hence λ
Proof. The existence of positive limit for any modulus function given with β was introduced by Maddox [13] Let β > 0 and Let
Since β > 0, we have f k (t) ≥ βt for all t > 0 It is easy to see that x ∈ V λ ϕ [A, ∆ n (vm) , p, q], by using Theorem 2.4 the proof is completed. we consider that (p i ) and p 0 i are any bounded sequences of positive real numbers. We can prove
Proof. If we take
for all i, then using the same technique in proof of Theorem 2.2 ofÖztürk and Bilgin [16] , it is easy to prove the theorem
In this section,we introduce natural relationship between strongly V λ [A, ∆ n (vm) , p, q]-convergence with respect to modulus function and strongly S λ (A, ∆ n (vm) )-statistical convergence. In [6] , Fast introduce the idea of statistical convergence.These idea was later studied by Connor [3] , Freedman and Sember [7] , Salat [19] ,Savas [20] , Schoenberg [21] , Rath and Tripathy [18] ,Tripathy [22] ,Tripathy and Sen [25, 26] and the other authors independently.
A complex number sequence x = (x i ) is said to be statistically convergent to the number if for every > 0, lim n→∞ | The set of all strongly S λ (A, ∆ n (vm) )-statistically convergent sequences is denoted by S λ (A, ∆ n (vm) ).
Now we give the relation between S λ (A, ∆ n (vm) )-statistically convergence and strongly V λ (A, ∆ n (vm) , p, q)-convergence with respect to modulus. Proof. Let x ∈ V λ (A, ∆ n (vm) , F, p, q). Then
